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ABSTRAcr 

We present a resonance result on the Sobolev space wm,p(n), where n is 
a bounded open connected subset of RN meeting the cone property. We let 
1 < p < oo and Qu be the 2mth order quasilinear differential operator in 
generalized divergence form 

Qu = L (-1)1aiDaAa(X,~m(u)), 
l~lal~m 

for u E wm,p, where ~m = {Dau : 0 :::; Ia! :::; m}, and we make standard 
assumptions on Aa such as Caratheodory, uniform ellipticity, monotonicity, 
and a growth restriction. We study an equation of the following nature, 

Qu(x) = g(x, u(x)) + h(x), for u E wm,P(D), 

where h(x) E v' (n), p' = ~' and g(x, t) : n X R ~ R is Caratheodory. 
Subject to mp > N, we show the existence of a solution to the above equa
tion with g having superlinear growth in u but subject to a one-sided growth 
condition. 
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Resonance for Quasilinear Elliptic Higher Order Partial 

Differential Equations at the First Eigenvalue 

Martha Contreras 

1. Introduction. In this paper, the author presents a resonance result on 

the Sobolev space wm,p(O), where n is a bounded open connected subset of 

RN meeting the cone property. We let 1 < p < oo and Qu be the 2mth order 

quasilinear differential operator in generalized divergence form 

(1.1) Qu = 2:: (-1)\alDaAa(x,~m(u)), 
1:S:\aJ:S:m 

for u E wm,p, where ~m = {Dau : 0 ::::; ial :S m}, and we make standard 

assumptions on Aa such as Caratheodory, uniform ellipticity, monotonicity, 

and a growth restriction. We shall study an equation of the following nature, 

(1.2) Qu(x) = g(x, u(x)) + h(x), for u E Wm,p(O), 

where h(x) E v' (0), p' = ~' and g(x, t) : n X R --+ R is Caratheodory. 

Subject to mp > N, we show the existence of a solution to (1.2) with g having 

superlinear growth in u but subject to a one-sided growth condition. Since 

Q lacks an a = 0 order term, problem (1.2) is considered at resonance since 

Qu = .A1u is solved by ,\1 = 0 and u =constant, where )..1 is defined as the 

first eigenvalue of Q. Shapiro[9, p. 365] provides a detailed explanation of 

this. This result primarily differs from that of Shapiro[9] in that our one-sided 

growth assumption on g is different from his, and since we approached the 

first eigenvalue of Q from values bigger than )..1 = 0, in order for our results 
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to hold, our Landesman-Lazer conditions must have reversed inequalities from 

those of Shapiro's Theorem 1 [9, p. 365]. Thus the theorem we will establish 

in this paper, holds for a distinct class of functions that those meeting the 

hypothesis of Shapiro's Theorem 1. Examples meeting our conditions on g, 

but not covered by Shapiro[9], will be provided in the next section. However, 

we do point out that Shapiro[9] takes h E (wm,P)*' the dual of wm,p' and that 

while his superlinear growth condition on g holds for a general p, its growth 

is governed by q where if p < Nm-1 then q = N~:P and q' = -;!:1 for q > p. 

Thus his results in this sense are more general. 

2. Preliminaries. In this section, we introduce the necessary notation and 

establish preliminary results in order to prove the theorems in the following 

sections. We begin by letting n c RN, N 2: 1, be a bounded open connected 

set meeting the cone property, i.e., there exists a finite cone C such that each 

point x in n is a vertex of a finite cone Cx contained in n and congruent to 

C (see [2, page 11] or [1, page 66]). Thus, in particular, n cannot contain any 

cusps. The points of the open set n will be designated by x = (x 1 , •.. , XN ), and 

the elementary differential operators by Da = I1_f= 1(8/8xj)ai for an ordered N

tuple a = (a1 , ... ,aN) of nonnegative integers with the order of the operator 

va being written as lal = :Z:::::f=1 aj. To write nonlinear partial differential 

operators in a convenient form, we introduce the vector space R 8 m whose 

elements are ~m = {~a : Ia I ::; m} and divide each ~m into two parts ~m = 

( 7Jm-1, (m) where 7Jm-1 = { 77,13 : I ,61 ::; m - 1} E Rsm-I is the lower order part of 

~m and (m = {(a : Ia I = m} is the part corresponding to the mth derivatives 

(i.e., the highest order terms). For u E wm,p(D), ~m(u)(x) = {Dau(x) : 
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Jaj :::; m}. (Note, D(o,o, ... ,o)u = u.) Furthermore, the semilinear form of the 

operator given by (1.1) is 

(2.1) Q(u, v) = L In Aa(x, ~m(u))Dav, '1::/u, v E wm,p(O). 
l:=;lal::;m 

We make the following usual assumptions on the coefficients of Q. 

(A-1) Each Aa: (0 x R8m) -t R satisfies the Caratheodory conditions, 

i.e., Aa(x, ~m) is measurable for X in n for every fixed ~m E RSm 

and continuous in ~m for a.e. fixed X E fl. 

(A-2) There exist constants p with 1 < p < oo, c 2: 0, and a 

nonnegative function hE I./'' (0), where p' = ~ such that: 

IAa(X,~m)l:::; h(x) + cl~m!P-I, 1:::; Jal:::; m for a.e. X En, 

for all ~m E Rsm. 

(A-3) L (Aa(x, 'TJm-1, (m)- Aa(x, 'TJm-1, (~))((a-(~)> 0 for a.e. 
lal=m 

X E n, for all ('TJm-ll (m) E RSm' (m # c:n where Aa(x, ~m) = 

This is known as the monotonicity condition which will 

be needed when establishing results for Jaj = m. 

(A-4) There exist a positive constant c0 > 0 such that 

L Aa(X,~m)~a 2: Co{ L ~~ai 2}P12 , 
l:=;lal::;m l:=;lal::;m 
for a.e. X E n, for all ~m E RSm and pis as given in (A-2). 

This is known as the uniform ellipticity condition. 
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Moreover, we make the following assumptions on g(x, t). 

(g-1) g(x, t) meets the usual Caratheodory conditions. 

(g-2) g(x, t) grows superlinearly, that is, 

for all E > 0, there exist a 9e E £P' (0) such that 

for all t E R, and mp > N. 

(g-3) g(x, t) meets the following one-sided growth condition, 

tg(x, t) 2: -c(x)ltl- d(x), c(x), d(x) 2: 0 a.e. X E 0 

and in If (D), for all t E R. 

Before providing examples of functions meeting (g-1)-(g-3), we state the main 

theorem we will establish in this paper. 

Theorem 2.1 Let mp > N and let n c RN be a bounded domain with the 

cone properly. Suppose g meets (g-1)-(g-3), hE V', and Qu is given by (1.1} 

where Aa(X,~m) satisfies (A-1)-(A-4) for 1 ~lad~ m, and we set 

g_(x) =lim sup g(x, t) and g+(x) =lim inf g(x, t). 
t-t-oo t-t+oo 

Furthermore, suppose the following type of Landesman-Lazer condition pre-

vails, 

(2.2) 

then (1.2} has a weak solution. 

By a weak solution we mean that there exists au E wm,P(D) such that, 

(2.3) Q(u, v) = L g(x, u)v + L hv, Vv E wm,p(D), 
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where Q(u, v) is given by (2.1). Examples of functions satisfying the hypothesis 

of Theorem 2.1 but not meeting those of Theorem 1 in Shapiro[9, p. 365], are 

Example 2.2 Let N=1, n = (0, 21r), and 

I 0 I tP-1 sznx logt, fort> 2, 

g(x, t) = 
I 0 l2p-I ( ) sznx log 2 t- 1 , for 1 < t:::; 2, 

0, for 0 < t:::; 1, 

-g(x, -t), fort< 0. 

Also consider 

Example 2.3 Let N=1, n = (0, 21r), and 

{ 
lcosxltp-l-e, fort~ 0 and for p > 1 + E, where 0 < E < 1, 

g(x, t) = 
-g(x, -t), fort< 0. 

It is straight forward to verify that g(x, t), in both illustrations, is an odd 

(in t) continuous function that meets conditions (g-1)-(g-3). In particular, 

for both of these cases, we have that g_(x) = limt-+-oo g(x, t) = -oo and 

g+(x) = limt-+oo g(x, t) = +oo. Hence, the Landesman-Lazer conditions (2.2) 

are certainly met, but not those conditions of Theorem 1 appearing in Shapiro 

[9] 0 He imposes conditions which would necessitate the existence of h E v' so 

that +oo < -In h(x) < -oo which is absurd. The reversal in the inequalities 

in the Landesman-Lazer conditions occurred because, in order to establish 

his results, Shapiro[9] required that 9+ = lim supt--+oo g(x, t) and that g_ = 

lim inft-+-oo g(x, t). On a final note, it is an easy matter to verify that our 

illustrations also do not meet his one-sided growth condition which is that 

g(x, t)t :::; q(x)ltl for a.e. x En and for all t E R, for some q(x) ~ 0 for a.eo 
I 

X En and in V. 
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For the proof of the theorem, we need the following fact established in 

Shapiro [8, pages 1852-1854]. If 1 < p < oo and n is a bounded open connected 

set with the cone property, then there exist a sequence { ¢>n}~1 in wm,p(n) 

such that the following properties hold: 

{ ¢>n}~= 1 is a Complete Orthonormal System (CONS) in L2(D); 

(2.4) ¢>n E Wm•2 n Wm,p for n = 1, 2, .... 

Furthermore, from Shapiro [8, pages 1852-1854] we see that if we let 

(2.5) SJ =subspace of wm,p(O) spanned by { ¢>1, ¢>2, ... , ¢>J }, 

then given v E wm,p(n), :3{ VJ} E SJ such that 

(2.6) lim llv- VJ!Iwm,v = 0. 
J-too 

We next define 

(2.7) 

n, if g(x, t) 2: n, 

gn(x, t) = g(x, t), if lg(x, t)l :S n, 

-n, if g(x, t) :::; -n. 

Following the Galerkin method, (see Kesavan [4]), the theorem is proved 

by first showing that a solution, say UJ, exists for the following perturbed 

problem which is a nonresonance result in the finite dimensional space SJ. 

This proposition will be invoked when establishing results on wm,P(fl). 

Proposition 2.4 Let n be a fixed positive integer. Under the hypothesis of 

Theorem 2.1, we will show that there exists a weak solution, UJ E SJ, of 

(2.8) 
1 

Qu- -sgn(u)luiP-1 = gn(x, u) + h(x), u E SJ. 
n 
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Observe that for n a fixed large positive integer, gn(x, t) is bounded by n. Con-

sequently, we are not assuming superlinear growth in establishing Proposition 

2.4. 

Thus, by a weak solution we mean a UJ E SJ such that 

where 

1, ift>O, 

sgn(t) = 0, if t = 0, 

-1, if t < 0. 

Proof of Proposition 2.4. 

To establish the proposition, define for f3 = (/3{, /3{, ... , f3f) E RJ the following, 

J 

F1(f3) = -Q('Lf3f¢i,(PI) 
j=1 

1 r J J 
+ - Jr sgn(L f3j tPi)l L f3j c/JiiP-1¢1 

n n j=1 i=I 
J 

+ in gn(x, ~ f3j c/Jj)¢1 +in h¢1 

J 

Q(l::: !3f t/Jj, ¢k) 
j=l 

(2.10) 

Setting F(/3) = (F1({3), ... , FJ(f3)), multiplying both sides of (2.10) by f3f, 

summing on k, using the fact that ¢1 is a constant (see (2.4)), and applying 
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(2.1) we have 

(F({3). {3) 

(2.11) 

Note: For the remainder of this paper, we will be using the .V-norm unless 

otherwise indicated. 

Moreover, since Q is linear on the second variable (see ( 2.1)), applying 

Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, (A-4), the definition of gn, and the following 

equality, 
J J J 

- L: !3f c/Jj + 2 L: !3t c/Jk = -!3{ c/J1 + L: !3t ¢k, 
j~ k=2 k~ 

we obtain 

(F({3) . {3) 
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1 r J J J J 

- ~ ln sgn(j; f3j cPj) I j; f3j cPi lp-1 (- j; f3j cPj + 2 E [Jf cPk) 

J J 

- llnllp'll 2::: f3f ¢kll - llhllp'll 2::: f3f ¢kll 
k=2 k=2 

(2.12) - llnllp'llf3{¢111-llhllp'llt3{¢111· 

Inequality (2.12) reduces to 
J 

(F({J) · {3) > CoL { L IDa L f3f cPki2}P12 
1:Siai:Sm k=2 

1 r J J J 
+ - Jr sgn(L f3j cPi)l L tJj cPiiP-1(L f3j cPj) 

n n j=l i=l j=1 
2 r J J J 

- - Jr sgn(l::: f3j cPi)l L tJj cPiiP-1(L [Jf cPk) 
n n j=1 j=l k=2 

J 

- (llnllp' + llhllp' )II 2::: f3f ¢kll 
k=2 

(2.13) - (llnllp' + llhllp') llf3{ cP1II· 

Using the fact that JnCEt=2 tJf cPk) · (PI = 0, from the generalized Poincare's 

inequality (see [5, page 32]), we have that there exists a positive constant 

k1 = I<1 (n, p) > 0 such that 
J J 

(2.14) Col { L IDa L f3f cPki2}P12 2 Cokl 11 L f3f cPkip· 
n 1:Siai:Sm k=2 n k=2 

Letting 6 = c0 k1, applying (2.14) to (2.13), and using Holder's inequality we 

have 

(F(j)) . [3) 

(2.15) 
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By Young's inequality (see [6]), one can show that, for n chosen big enough 

since 6 > 0 and p > 1, we have 

J 1 J 3 J J 

611 L ,Bf cPk!lp +-II L ,Bf cPjiiP ~ -II L ,Bf cPjllp-1 11 L ,Bf cPkll· 
k=2 n J=1 n J=1 k=2 

(2.16) 

Inequality (2.16) will follow as a consequence of the following claim. 

Claim 1 Let 6 > 0, p > 1, and p' = ~· Then ::Ina s.t. for n ~ n0 , 

J 1 J 3 J J 

(2.17) 611 2:: ,ef ¢kW + 2 11 2:: ,ef c/Jji!P ~ -II 2:: ,ef c/Jjllp-1 11 2:: ,ef 4>kll· 
k=2 n J=1 n J=1 k=2 

Proof of Claim 1: 

For simplicity of notation let A = II L.f=2 ,Bf cPJ II and B = II L.f=1 ,Bf 4>J IIP-1 then 

BP' = II L.f=1 ,Bf </>j liP. Substituting these values in (2.17) and multiplying both 

sides by ~, we see that (2.17) prevails if and only if the following holds. 

n p' BP' 
(2.18) -flAP+-- > AB. 

3 6 p' -

However, (2.18) holds if and only if the following does. 

6n6 AP + BP' > ~AB. 
3p' p' - p' 

Setting C = f, A gives AP = ( 1jf )PCP. Thus the claim holds if and only if 

(2.19) I = 6nfJ(p1 )PCP + BP' > CB 
n 3p' 6 p' -

is true. However, for n chosen large enough, it is the case that 

Thus, using the above inequality, we see that (2.19) holds if and only if 

CP BP' 
I >-+->CB. 
n_ p p'-
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But, this is Young's inequality (see [6]). Therefore, Claim 1 is established. 

Next, with 1,81 2 = (,Bf) 2 + ... + (,8}) 2 , from (2.4) and since mp > N, by the 
I 

Rellich-Kondrachov theorem[1, p. 144], we have that cPi E LP (D)Vi, thus it 

follows that 
J 

lim II 2:: ,ef c/Jjllp = oo. 
I.BI-+oo j=l 

Applying (2.16) to (2.15), since 6 > 0, n > 0, and p > 1 then 

(F(,B) · ,8) -+ oo as I,BI -+ oo. Hence, there exists a p > 0 such that 

(2.20) (F(,B) · ,8) > 0 for I,BI ?. p. 

However, in order to apply the corollary to Brouwer's fixed point theorem 

(see Kesavan [4, page 219]), we need to show that Fi(;3) E C(RJ, R) fori = 

1, 2, ... , J. This follows from the definition of each Fi(;3), from (A-1), (A-2), 

(g-1), and since gn is bounded. Therefore, 

Fi(,B) E C(RJ, R), fori= 1, 2, ... , J. 

Thus, we have that there exist 1,81 ::=; p, ,8 E RJ, such that 

Fi(,B) = 0 for all i = 1, 2, ... , J. 

Set UJ = "2:;{=1 ,Bf cPi and observe from (2.10) that 

This gives (2.9) and the proof of Proposition 2.4 is complete. • 

3. Nonresonance wm,p(D). Proceeding along with the Galerkin approx

imation argument. By invoking Proposition 2.4 for each J, we will be able 
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to obtain a sequence of solutions, uh which we will show to be uniformly 

bounded independent of J in wm,p. Furthermore, this sequence will have a 

weak limit which will converge to a solution of the following proposition. This 

proposition, that we establish next, is a nonresonance result in the Sobolev 

Space wm,p ( n). 

Proposition 3.5 Let n be a fixed positive integer. Under the hypothesis of 

Proposition 2.4, we will show there exist Un E wm,p(n) such that 

(3.1) 

for all v E wm,P(f2). 

Proof of Proposition 3.5: 

Since n is a fixed positive integer, we invoke Proposition 2.4. This gives us a 

sequence { UJ }f=1 such that UJ E SJ satisfies (2.9) for J = 1, 2, .... Before we 

proceed with the proof, we show the following needed claim. 

Claim 2 The sequence 

{iiuJiiwm,p }~=l is uniformly bounded. 

Proof of Claim 2: 

Suppose the claim is false. Then, it suffices to assume that 

(3.2) 

For if lluJIILv is uniformly bounded, then we are done by the following argu

ment. Take v = UJ in (2.9) and apply (A-4) to obtain, 
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~~~UJIIP + { gn(x, UJ )uJ + { hUJ 
n k ln 
1 

< -lluJIIP + llnllp'lluJII + lihllp'lluJII n 

< k, 

for some k > 0 since n is fixed. Next, since p > 1, we see that there exists a 

constant 8 > 0 such that 

> bco k L IDauJIP 
I:s:;lal:::;m 

bco L IIDauJIIP, Vn. 
I:s:;lal:::;m 

The above two inequalities imply that 

L IIDauJIIP ::; k, for some k > 0. 
I:s:;lal:::;m 

But this together with the assumption that the V-norm of this sequence is 

bounded gives 

lluJIIwm,v ::; k, for some k > 0. 

Thus establishing Claim (2). Consequently, we continue under the assumption 

that (3.2) holds. 

For simplicity of notation, we let 

J 

UJ -f3f cPl + L !3f cPj, 
j=2 

where 

(3.3) 

and 
J 

UJz L !3f cPi· 
j=2 
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Then, from (3.3), it follows that UJ = -UJ + 2uJ2. Thus taking v = UJ in 

(2.9), using (3.3) and (2.7), we obtain 

(3.4) 

- ]_ { sgn(uJ)iuJiP-1(-uJ + 2uJ2) 
n ln 

+ fn gn(x, UJ )uJ + fn huJ 

- _2:_ { iuJIP + ~ { sgn(uJ)iuJiP- 1 (uJ2) 
n ln n ln 

+ fn gn(x, UJ )uJ + fn huJ 

1 2 1 
< --iiuJiiP + -iiuJiip- lluJ211 

n n 

+ llnllp'lluJII + llhllp'lluJII· 

Next, recall that by Poincare's inequality, (A-4), and (2.1) we have that, 

(3.5) 

Applying (3.5) to (3.4) we have 

(3.6) 

Now, since 
l 

I;J{ cP1I = iuJ(1)¢11 = 1 1 ~~~ fn uJi ~ 1~A~ lluJII 

for UJ2 = UJ- ;3{ ¢1 , then for some k > 0 lluJ211 ~ kiiuJii· Consequently we 

have that lluJII ~ k'iiuJii, for some k' > 0. Applying this to (3.6) and moving 

terms to the left-hand side we obtain, 

Hence, applying (2.17) to (3.7) we have that 

(3.8) 
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Thus, 

(3.9) \\u1 \\ ::; k, for some k > 0. 

However, (3.9) contradicts (3.2). Therefore, Claim 2 is established. 

Continuing along with the proof of Proposition 3.5; since it is well known 

that wm,p(D.) is a separable reflexive Banach Space([1, page 47]) and since 

mp > N, it consequently follows from the Rellich-Kondrachov compact em

bedding theorem for Sobolev spaces [1, page 144] that there exists a subse

quence of { u1 } (which for ease of notation we take to be the full sequence) 

and a function Un such that 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) and \a\= m. 

(3.13) 

(3.14) lim '17m-l(uJ(x)) = 17m-l(un(x)) for a.e. X E S1, 
J--too 

We next propose to show there exists a subsequence of { uh}k"=1 such that 

(3.15) 

where (m(u1k(x)) = {Daun(x) : \a\ = m}. To show (3.15), it is sufficient to 

establish the following two facts: (1) there exists a subsequence { u1k}k"=1 such 

that 
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(3.16) 0 for a.e. X E D, 

where ~m(uh) = (TJm-1(UJk),(m(UJk)). 

(2) With {uJk}r=1 designating the same subsequence as in (3.16), 

(3.17) {l(m(UJk(x))l}k'~=1 is pointwise bounded for a.e. X E S1. 

We shall soon see that both the proof of (3.16) and that of (3.17) are heavily 

dependent on the monotonicity assumption (A-3). The proof that (3.16) and 

(3.17) imply (3.15) is due to Shapiro [9, page 372]. However, we include it 

here for completeness. That is, there exists a finite constant K ( x) such that 

Thus, to see that (3.16) and (3.17) imply (3.15), let 0 1 be the subset of for 

which (3.14), (3.16), and (3.17) all hold simultaneously for { UJJ~1 . Conse

quently 

(3.18) measD = measS11 

Suppose there exists Xo E n1 for which the equality in (3.15) does not hold. 

Hence by (3.17) there exits a further subsequence {(m(UJk1 (x0 ))}~1 and a 

(3.19) 

such that lime-too (m(UJkz (xo)) = (:n. Therefore from (3.14) 

(Aa(Xo, 'TJm-1 ( UJk), (m(UJkz)) - Aa(X, 'TJm-1 ( UJk1), (m( Un))) 

(DaUJkz (xo)- Daun(X0 )) 
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(3.20) 

L [Aa(Xo, 1Jm-l(un), (~)- Aa(Xo, 1Jm-l(un), (m(Un))] 
JaJ=m 
[(~- Daun(Xo)]. 

From (3.19) and (A-3) we see that the right-hand side of the equality in (3.20) 

is strictly positive. Hence the limit on the left-hand side of the equality in 

(3.20) is strictly positive. However Xo is in nl and from the choice of nl and 

(3.16) we see that the limit on the left-hand side of the equality in (3.20) is 

zero. We have arrived at a contradiction. Consequently no such point like X 0 

exists in 0 1 . From (3.18), we have that the Lebesgue measure of !"21 is the 

same as that of n. We conclude that (3.15) does indeed hold once (3.16) and 

(3.17) are established. To establish (3.16), we shall show separately that 

and 

(3.22) 

The proof that (3.16) follows from (3.21) and (3.22) is again due to Shapiro 

[9, page 373), but we put it here for ease of reading. We observe from the 

difference of the above two limits that 

lim 
J-+oo 

(3.23) 

In L [Aa(X,1Jm-l(uJ),(m(UJ))- Aa(X,1Jm-l(uJ),(m(un))] 
JaJ=m 

·[DauJ(x)- Daun(x)] = 0. 

But by (A-3), the integrand in this last limit is nonnegative for a.e. X E n. 

Hence the sequence 

{ L [Aa(X,1Jm-l(uJ),(m(uJ)) 
JaJ=m 
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converges in L1-norm to zero, and (3.16) follows immediately from Rudin[7, 

p. 70]. We next show that indeed (3.21) and (3.22) hold. 

Equation (3.21) is also established in Shapiro [9, pages 373-374], but it is 

here for completeness. Observe that 

In Aa(X,rJm-1(uJ),(m(un))[DauJ(x)- Daun(x)] 

(3.24) = fn[Aa(X, TJm-1 (UJ ), (m( Un)) - Aa(X, TJm-1 ( Un), (m( Un) )] 

·[DaUJ- Daun] 

+In Aa(x, TJm-l(un), (m(un))[DauJ(x)- Daun]· 

From u E wm,p and (A-2), we see that Aa(X,TJm-1(un),(m(un)) E V' for 

\a\ = m. Consequently, it follows from (3.12) that the second integral on 

the right-hand side of the equality in (3.24) converges to zero as k --+ oo for 

\a\ = m. Therefore (3.21) will follow once we show that 

for \a\ = m. From (3.10) and Holder's inequality we see that this last limit 

will follow once we show 

for \a\ = m. To see that (3.25) holds, we observe from (3.14) and (A-1) that 

the integrand in (3.25) converges to zero as J --+ oo for a.e. x E n. Also, we see 

from (3.11) and (A-2) that the integrand in (3.25) is absolutely equi-integrable, 

i.e. given E > 0, there exists 8 such that measE < c5 implies 
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for lad = m and J = 1, 2, .... Consequently, we conclude from Egoroff's theorem 

[6], that (3.25) holds. But this establishes (3.21). 

To establish (3.22), we observe from (A-2) and Claim 2 that there exists a 

constant k5 > 0 such that 

(3.26) k IAcx(X,~m(uJ))I~ :S ks, for 1 :S lad :S m and J = 1, 2, .... 

Consequently, we obtain from (3.11) and Holder's inequality that 

Hence (3.22) will follow once we show 

(3.27) 

To establish (3.27), we first observe from (3.10) and (2.5) that 

(3.28) 

We therefore obtain from (3.26), (3.28), and Holder's inequality that 

Consequently (3.27) will follow once we show 

(3.29) 

To establish (3.29), we invoke (2.9) and obtain that 

(3.30) 
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Next, we observe from hE If, (3.13), and (3.28) that 

(3.31) 

Likewise, from Holder's inequality, Claim 2, (3.11), and (3.28), we obtain 

(3.32) 

Then, we see from (2.7) and (g-2) withE= 1 that 

(3.33) \gn(x, UJ)\ :S gl(x) + kp-l for a.e. X E r2 and J = 1, 2, .... 

where gl E v' and k is the bound from Claim 2. Therefore, \\gn(x, UJ)\\p' 

is bounded independent of J. Hence, to show that the first integral on the 

right-hand side of (3.30) converges to 0 as J goes to infinity, we re-write it as 

In gn(x, UJ) ( UJ - PJUn) In gn(x, UJ) ( UJ- Un) 

(3.34) + kgn(x,uJ)(un-PJun)· 

From (3.28), we see that limJ-+oo \\un - PJunl\p = 0. Hence, from (3.33) and 

by Holder's inequality, we have that 

(3.35) 

Similarly, from (3.11), we have that l\u1 - Un\1 --7 0. This, together with (3.33) 

and Holder's inequality, gives that the first integral on the right-hand side 

of (3.34) also converges to 0. This last fact, coupled with (3.35), says that 

(3.34) converges to 0 as J goes to oo. The above fact, in conjunction with 

(3.30)- (3.32), gives that 

(3.36) 
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Next, from (2.1) we see that Q(uh UJ- PJun) is the same as the integral 

on the left-hand side of the equality in (3.29). Hence, the limit in (3.36) equals 

the limit in (3.29), and (3.29) is established. Consequently (3.22) prevails, and 

since (3.22) and (3.21) imply (3.16), equation (3.16) is also established. The 

proof that (3.17) holds is a standard argument done by Shapiro (9, pages 374-

376]. One simply replaces his uniform ellipticity condition by ours, namely 

(A-4). Therefore, (3.15) is established. 

It remains to show that Claim 2 and (3.10)-(3.15), along with the fact 

that { UJ }J'=1 satisfies (2.8), imply that (3.1) holds. To show this, we let 

v E U~=l SJ. Then it follows from (3.11) and (3.14) that 

(3.37) lim f sgn(uJk)iuJklp-lv = f sgn(un)lunlp-lv. 
k-+oo ln ln 

Also, from (g-2) with € = 1, 

where g1 E V' and k is the bound from Claim 2. Thus, we see that lvg1 l E 

L 1 (n). Hence we conclude from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 

(g-1), (3.14), and (3.38) that 

(3.39) 

Next, we see from (A-2) in conjunction with Claim 2 and HOlder's inequality 

that 

(3.40) {Aa(X,~m(UJk))Dav}~1 is uniformly equi-integrable 

for 1 ~ lad ~ m. Also, (A-1) along with (3.14) and (3.15) yields 
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for a.e. x E n and 1 :::; lal :::; m. This fact along with (3.40), (2.1) and 

Egoroff's theorem gives limk-+oo Q(uJk' v) = Q(un, v). From Proposition 2.4, 

(3.37), (3.39), and this last limit, we have that 

(3.41) Q(un,v)- ~ k sgn(un)lunlp-lv = k hv + kgn(x,un)v, 
00 

Vv E U SJ. 
J=l 

It is a straight forward density argument to conclude that (3.41) holds also for 

all v E wm,P(Q). Hence, (3.1) is established, and the proof of Proposition 3.5 

is complete. • 

4. Resonance wm,p(n). In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1 which allows 

for g to grow superlinearly under the restriction that mp > N. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1: 

Employing the familiar Galerkin approximation scheme, we first invoke Propo

sition 3.5 and obtain a sequence { un}~=l such that 

(4.1) Un E Wm,p satisfies (3.1) for n = 1, 2, .... 

We claim that 

(4.2) {llunllwm,p }~=l is uniformly bounded. 

Suppose claim ( 4.2) is false. Then without lost of generality, we can assume 

that 

(4.3) lim llunllwm,p = oo. 
n-+oo 

Next, we let Un be as defined by (3.3) except that we replace J by n everywhere. 

Thus, letting v be Un in (3.1) and applying (g-2), we obtain, 

Q(un, Un) = .!. { sgn(un)lunlp-l(un) + { gn(x, Un)Un + { hun n ln ln ln 
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< _!_llunllp-lllunll + cllunllp-lllunll 
n 

( 4.4) + llgEIIP'IIunll + lihllp'llunll· 

By the definition of Un and applying arguments similar to those used between 

(3.6) and (3.7), we obtain llunll :S kllunll, for some k > 0. Therefore, it follows 

that llg<IIP'IIunll + lihllp'llunll :S kllunll, where k = k(llgEIIP' + llhllp')· Next, 

using (A-4), the fact that Q(un, un) = Q(un, un), in conjunction with (4.4), we 

obtain 

(4.5) for some k > 0. 

Next setting 

(4.6) 
Vn =II II ' Un wm,p 

and dividing both side of ( 4.5) by llunll~m,v, and since llunllwm,v -+ oo and 

c > 0 is arbitrary, we have 

(4.7) 

Thus, since c0 > 0, we have that 

(4.8) lim L IIDavniiP = 0. 
n-too l::O:Iai::O:m 

From (4.6) we see that llvnllwm,v = 1 for n = 1, 2, .... 

(4.9) Hence, llvnJI~m,v = 1. 

Hence, since 1 = llvnll~m,p = llvnll~ + 2::1::;1ai::O:m IIDavnll~, we infer from (4.8) 

that 

(4.10) 
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Clearly, { \\vn\\W.m,v }~1 is a uniformly bounded sequence, thus there exists a 

subsequence and a function V 0 with the following properties: 

(4.11) Vn-+ V0 E Wm,p(n), weakly; 

( 4.12) 

(4.13) wEV' and \a\=m. 

(4.14) lim { hvn = { hv0 , since h E V'. 
n-+oo Jn Jn 

Next, from (4.8) and (4.13), and Holder's Inequality we have 

Consequently, navo = 0 a. e. in n for 1 ~ I a\ ~ m. Since n is a bounded open 

connected set meeting the cone property, we conclude that V 0 = constant a.e. 

inn. From (4.10) and (4.12) we obtain that 

Hence, this constant is a nonzero either positive or negative quantity. We shall 

assume that it is positive. Since a similar argument prevails for the case when 

the constant is negative. Let 

(4.16) V0 = C4 a.e. X E r2, 

Next, we invoke (4.1) with v = Vo = C4 > 0 a.e. X En to obtain, 

(4.17) 
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From the definition of Q we have that Q( un, v0 ) = 0. Therefore, 

Since by hypothesis mp > N, we have from the compact embedding theorems 

that 

(4.18) lim Vn = V 0 uniformly. n-l-oo 

Applying (g-3) and using (4.18), we have for n 2: n0 that 

n d(x) 
g (x, Un) 2: -c(x) - lunl. 

Therefore, for n 2: n 0 and since V 0 > 0 a. e., the following holds 

Thus, we can apply Fatou's lemma to the following quantity, 

lim inf( { (gn(x, Un)V0 + c(x )vo + d(x) I Vo I) 
n-l-oo Jn Un 

-in (c(x)v0 + d(x) 
1
::

1 
)) ~-in hv0 • 

Now, since Un = vnllunllwm.v ---+ +oo, we obtain 

f lim inf(c(x)vo + d(x) IVo I) Jn n-l-oo Un 

liminf { (c(x)vo+d(x)lv0 l)) ~- { hv0 • 
n-l-oo Jn Un Jn 

However, 

Therefore, 
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But this yields a contradiction to the Landesman-Lazer conditions (2.2). Hence, 

we cannot have ( 4.3) holding. Thus there exits a constant K 6 > 0 such that 

(4.19) llunllwm,v :::; K6, for n = 1, 2, .... 

As before, there exists a subsequence of { Un} (which for ease of notation 

we take to be the full sequence) and a function u such that 

(4.20) Un -+ U E Wm,p, weakly; 

(4.21) 

(4.22) and lad= m. 

(4.23) lim r hun = r hu; 
n-+oo Jn Jn 

(4.24) lim 7Jm-1 ( Un(X)) = 7Jm-l ( u(x)) for a. e. X E 0, 
n-+oo 

We next propose to show there exists a subsequence of { unJ~1 such that 

( 4.25) lim Cm(Unk(x)) = (m(u(x)) for a.e. X En, 
k-+oo 

where (m(Unk (x)) = {Dau(x) : lad = m}. As in the proof of Proposition 3.5, 

once ( 4.25) is established, it will be an easy matter to establish Theorem 2.1 

from (4.19)- (4.25). However, the proof that (4.25) holds, is parallel to the 

proof of (3.15). One simply replaces UJ by Un, uh by Unk' and Un by u. 

To complete the proof of the theorem, we have to show that (4.19)- (4.25) 

along with (4.1) gives (2.3). In order to accomplish this, let v E wm,p(O) be 
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given. Then it follows from (4.1), (3.1), and (2.1) that 

L k Aa(x,.;m(Unk))Dav - _!_ 1 sgn(unk)JunkJP-1v 
1S:IaiS:m n n 

(4.26) k gnk(x, Unk)v + k hv. 

From ( 4.19), we see that !!unJp :::; K 6 for k=1,2,.... Hence it follows from 

Holder's inequality and v E wm,p that 

(4.27) 

Next, from (g-2) with E = 1, we see that 

(4.28) 

where g1 E v'. Also, we see from Holder's inequality that 

(4.29) 

where E is a measurable subset of n. From Claim 2 and ( 4.19), we see that 

the first integral on the right-hand side of the inequality in ( 4.29) is uniformly 

bounded inn. Hence it follows from (4.28) and (4.29) that 

( 4.30) {gn(x, un)v }~=1 is absolutely equi-integrable, 

and from (g-1), (2.7), and (4.24) we have that 

(4.31) lim gn(x, Un)v(x) = g(x, u)v(x) a.e. in D. 
n-+oo 

Therefore, from (4.30), (4.31) and by Vitali's theorem we have that 

(4.32) 
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Next, with {unk}k::1 the subsequence given in (4.25), we obtain from (A-1), 

(4.24), and (4.25) that 

for 1 ~ Jal ~ m. Also, we see from (4.19), (A-2), and Holder's inequality that 

(4.34) 

for 1 ~ Jal ~ m. Hence, it follows from (4.33), (4.34), and Vitali's theorem 

that 

( 4.35) 

for 1 ~ Jal ~ m. From (4.26), (4.27), (4.35), and (4.35), we obtain that 

But from (2.1), we see that this last equality is the same as (2.3), and the 

proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. • 
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